Electrical activity of the heart is called as electrocardiogram i.e. ECG. Arrhythmias are among the most common ECG abnormalities. ECGs provide lots f information about heart abnormalities. The diagnosis depends upon the physician and it varies from physician to physician and also depends upon the experience of the physician. Previously many techniques were tried for analysis and automisation of the analysis. This paper describes the use of MATLAB based artificial neural network tools for ECG analysis for finding out whether the ECG is normal or abnormal and if it is abnormal, what is the abnormality. There are various arrhythmia like Ventricular premature beats, asystole, couplet, bigeminy, fusion beats etc. To classify this, various weighted neural networks were tried with different algorithms. They were provided training inputs from the standard MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database and tested by providing unknown patient data from the same database. The results obtained with different networks and different algorithms are compared, it is found that to identify whether the ECG beat is normal or abnormal, cascade forward back network algorithm has shown 99.9 % correct classification. These results are compared with previous neural network techniques and found that method proposed in this paper gives best results.
Introduction
Cardiac problems are increasing day by day. ECG is one of the most commonly used tests to diagnose the heart problem. Detection and treatment of arrhythmias has become one of the cardiac care unit's major functions. Few of the arrhythmias are Ventricular Premature Beats, asystole, Couplet, Bigeminy, Fusion beats. In Ventricular Premature Beats (VPB), there is premature ventricular contraction arising in diastolic period of the preceding sinus beat followed by compensatory pause. Couplet is the case where pair of VPBs are observed. In Asystole, there is a lack of conduction observed for an extended duration. Bigeminy is the presence of VPB between alternate normal beat. Fusion beat is a parasystolic condition in which two pacemakers in heart discharge at their own inherent rate, occasionally causing simultaneous invasion of ventricular musculature, each activating part of ventricles. The resulting QRS complex has a configuration intermediate below 'pure' sinus beat and pure ventricular beat. More than 3 million ECGs are taken (Kerala SCERT,2006 ) worldwide each year for the patients with different cases. All the samples taken have one thing in common and that is, they are analysed by the experienced doctors who depending upon their knowledge predict out the problem(s) associated with the patient. If this morphological disturbance in ECG becomes somewhat complex (such as the case of fusion beats) then it is analysed by them depending upon their experience. This experience based analysis gives different interpretations. Hence there is a need of a system that could analyse the ECG signals properly and with a great accuracy so that there is a less chance of mistake as well as the problem is spotted in time so that an early treatment could be started.
So to achieve this objective many works have been done in this field based on image processing, Digital Signal Processing etc and prominent among them is the use of Artificial Neural Networks (Zurada, 1999) which has given promising results to such complex problems. Neural network based analyses made were either weight based or weightless. This work is based on weighted neurons with bias adjustments but with the application of MATLAB based algorithms and neural network structure.
The excellent features of the MATLAB (Gilat., 2005) such as wide range of tools for network structure development and adjustment according to requirements as well as tools to analyse the results, makes it a good option to solve this complex problem in a simple way, especially the case of fusion beats. . In this paper the case of ECG beat whether it is normal or abnormal is discussed so as to have an insight into the concept of identification of normal beats using cascade forward neural networks (MATLAB based) with back propagation algorithm.. The data base used in this paper to train and test the neural network, is the standard MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (Brown.,2006) .
The objective of this work is to make the analysis of ECG beats as normal or abnormal and if it is abnormal what is the abnormality. The analysis is done so that the patient could be diagnosed for the heart problems in less time as well more accurately so that the medical practitioners have primary information about the ailment and could start a treatment early. Apart from this the project has been targeted towards the rural community and so we are also considering hardware implementation of this work but in low cost and greater efficiency. In this paper MATLAB based neural network tools are used to detect the abnormality. The network needs to train with sufficient number of samples and also needs to test with sufficient number of samples.
Methodology
The database provided by the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (Brown.,2006) regarding different kinds of heart rhythm abnormalities for different class of patients, is the source of data used for training, testing and validation of the neural networks. The most of the data is taken from the patient number 208. But as it was not sufficient to train the network, other patients data were also taken so as to enhance the prediction capability of the trained neural network and make it more accurate .Also various patients data from this database has different arrhythmia cases.
The data taken was used to make training inputs which represented the whole ECG cycle as well as for making test inputs. The MATLAB based Perceptron and back propagation (Demuth et al.,2008) networks were developed and training parameters were fixed for certain quantities and varied for others. The network trained were analysed using the test inputs first for all unknowns which were not used for training and then for all inputs which included both training inputs and test inputs. Analysis plot tools (Demuth et al.,2008 (Demuth et al., ,2004 were also used to understand the network capability and other properties such as Mean Squared Error (MSE) value and learning capability.
Database
The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database contains 48 half-hour excerpts of two-channel ambulatory ECG recordings, obtained from 47 subjects studied by the BIH Arrhythmia Laboratory between 1975 and 1979. The recordings were digitized at 360 samples per second per channel with 11-bit resolution over a 10 mV range. Two or more cardiologists independently annotated each record; disagreements were resolved to obtain the computer-readable reference annotations for each beat (approximately 110,000 annotations in all) included with the database. For our study purpose the record chosen was the MIT-BIH patient 208. This was chosen for two reasons:
1) The patient was without any kind of medication and had sufficient beats for normal and ventricular as well as maximum number of beats for fusion analysis among all patient data available. 2) Earlier weightless neural network analyses were done by other scholars using this patient so we wanted to compare our network and its result with their one.
The number of samples needed to train the network for other arrhythmia cases like Ventricular premature beats, fusion beats etc., were taken from other patients data as only 208 patient's data was not sufficient for analysis using neural networks. V stands for ventricular premature beat and F stands for fusion beat.
Inputs
In this paper one ECG beat corresponds to one sample of 301 inputs, which covers the whole ECG beat. The inputs for the networks were selected considering two important points:
a) The inputs must be of a standard size such that it is neither too small to cover up one ECG cycle and nor two high to increase the number of beats required to analyse the signal, thus increasing the hardware requirements. b) Secondly the input must be so arranged that the R peak in the QRS complex must be at the centre of the signal cycle under considerations.
The first condition was achieved by setting up an arbitrary value of 301 samples of MLII lead data (Schreck 2005 ) obtained from the database in which the 150 samples were on the left side and 150 samples on the right side of the 151st sample value. From the database when the ventricular beats were derived we got the R peak values in the table form. This R peak was taken as centre and from the samples of the same patient 150 sample before this R peak value and 150 samples after it was taken to make a 301 sample input, where the ventricular beat was in the centre. Thus the input becomes a matrix of 301x1 and ready to be used in MATLAB. The same process was repeated to make all the inputs of all the kinds of beats that are normal, fusion and ventricular premature.
The second condition was achieved by allowing the 151 st sample to be the beat value of MLII lead signal obtained from the database for particular conditions. E.g. If a umber (2250-150=) 2100 to sample number (2251+150=) 2400 will be the input data. Table 1 shows the organization of the data. Table 2 shows the input matrix structure. Total 301 input points are there. Total samples for normal beats are 1591. Out of which 1285 are taken for training, 300 for testing and 6 for validation. 
Analysis
The following table provides the results related to various beats analysed using the best case of cascade-forward back propagation network, among them the results for the normal beats should be observed carefully. Mean squared error plot shows the achieved error value. Lower value means the less probability of false predictions. Here the network has achieved quite low error probability.
Figure 4. Gradient & Validation Check Plots
Low value of gradient plot indicates that the network is learning up to a large extent which means finer adjustments in the weights and bias. This in turn makes network more accurate and reliable, avoiding chances of false predictions. Validation plot shows the point where the network learned sufficiently and passed validation without. The point where the failures cross the defined limit is the stoppage point of training and indicates the starting of the over fitting data.
Inferences
i. This Network gives quite low value of MSE and it is near 0.00642 in just 34 epochs. Time taken for training may be large but it is giving good results. ii. Though it was also tried that the trainlm case also gives good result but trainbfg case is used because of higher accuracy . 
Conclusion
The same network is tried with different number of training input sizes, but the time taken to train the network differs. The network based on Cascade-Forward network algorithm with trainbfg training algorithm was best for the case of normal beat analysis because it has an accuracy of about 99.9% as well as the memory requirements were also low. Hence we preferred this network for the normal beat analysis. The conclusion derived from this work is that, by using the MATLAB based neural network design (Demuth et al.,2008) ; such networks can be made which have capability to understand different class of inputs when they are fed to be analysed. Such networks can be very reliable as MATLAB provides a good set of tools so that the network parameters can be adjusted easily and precisely by just adjusting values for them and change in full length code, as was done previously, is not required. Though the objective of this research was not to use MATLAB or Neural Networks, these were used to get higher accuracy in analysis of ECG which is more useful for the mankind.
The results obtained with other methods like weightless neural networks, MLP (Chickh et al.,2002 , Thomson et al., 1993 ., Chow et al., 1993 .,Nadal et al.,1993 etc are compared with our results. Table 4 shows the comparison of the results. The networks are not tested with the current real patients data. But it will give same higher accuracy, as network is trained and tested with sufficient number of inputs. Again all the arrhythmias are not classified with the name, it is still mentioned as unclassified which is next step of this research.
